Bio-Based World News

About our news portal
Bio-Based World News is your dedicated guide to the latest news and essential business developments for bio-based chemicals and products. Launched in October 2015, we cover the projects, policies and personalities shape the future of bio-based industry and give you the intelligence and insight you need to succeed.

Each day our editorial team deliver must-read information from our community of experts. Our global contributors include industry pioneers, business executives, scientists, policy makers, brand owners, engineers and technology specialists. We focus on the latest innovations, product launches, and scientific breakthroughs, changes in customer behaviour plus guidance on securing funding, gaining partners, marketing and growing profits. We also keep you up to date with the key legislative and political changes that will influence your business.

About our live events
We also run two Bio-Based Live events, taking place in Europe and the United States. These events bring together industry professionals whose aims are to take bio-based innovations from the lab to the market by looking at process and technology. We do this by:

- Sharing technical best practice on the sourcing, production, process efficiency, innovation and commercialization of bio-based products.
- Making bio-based products a key part of sustainable strategy of brands and businesses; driving adoption in market sectors and promoting the advantages of bio-based alternatives.


To learn more about our events please click here: [www.BioBasedLive.com](http://www.BioBasedLive.com)
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